This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #36  Solution: 7 letters

(3) AFB BEG BLT CAL CAR CUT DEL
EAR EAU EER END FRY GAS GUY
IDO IOU LEG LOA MEN MIN NNE
NOD NOG OCT ODE ONO ONT ORE
OUT PIA POE PSI RIB RPM RUN
SEA SVU TRY (4) AAWAY BODY CROW DDAY
DOOR DRAG EROS HERA HOBO HOPE ONE
LULU MILO ODOR OLEO ONAN OPED OVEN
RISE SMUG TIDY TINT TO BE USNA (5) ADIEU
ANVIL BASIL COSMO DONNA FAULT FED UP MALES
MIGHT ROUGE SNIDE TWAIN WIPER YEARN
BRAVOS CADETS COLUMN CORRAL EMNEM FIGURE ROMANO
(7) BOOSTER CHOOSE HIDEOUS SODA POP